Abstract. Artificial lateral line (ALL) can detect underwater hydrodynamic stimuli by means of sensing the press with sensors. The computer simulation can break the restrictions of sensor accuracy and obtain the press distribution of ALL carrier. In this paper, the simulation is first conducted in uniform flow to establish the relations among the press, flow velocity and geometry. Then the fields behind the circle and square obstacles are simulated to get the transient flow feature between press, geometry and time. The first peak frequency of press curve is close to the vortex shedding frequency. At last, the recognition of different field and obstacles are obtained. The frequency and waveform could be the evidence to distinguish flow field.
Introduction
The Artificial lateral line (ALL) is an artificial system which inspired from talented sensing abilities of the fish, it can detect underwater hydrodynamic stimuli and assist to the navigation of autonomous underwater vehicles [1, 2] . The ALL system obtains flow features by means of sensing the press with sensors [3] , but due to the limitations of sensor accuracy and arrangement, it's difficult to get the whole press information by underwater experiments, so the press distribution of ALL is resorted to computer simulation. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical analysis and algorithms to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid flows [4] .The CFD software Fluent can solve the unsteady incompressible 2D NavierStokes equations around the ALL carrier and obtain the press data [5] .
The ALL carrier is shown as Fig. 1 . In this paper, the hydrodynamic theory is used to get the press formula which can verify the simulation. In the uniform flow, the relations among the press, flow velocity and the carrier's geometry are established. In the field behind obstacles, the circle and square are simulated. The time and frequency domain characteristic was analyzed. The recognition of different field and different obstacle shapes are obtained. 
Hydrodynamic Theory Overview The Kármán Vortex Street Theory
In fluid dynamics, a Kármán vortex street is a repeating pattern of swirling vortices caused by the unsteady separation of flow of a fluid around blunt bodies [6] . A vortex street will only form at a certain range of flow velocities, specified by a range of Reynolds numbers (Re), typically above a limiting Re value of about 90.The empirical formula of vortex shedding frequency is defined as: (1) where, is the Strouhal number, f is vortex shedding frequency, d is diameter of the cylinder, V is flow velocity. This formula will generally hold true for the range 250 < Re < 2 × 10 5 , while among the range the dimensionless parameter remains 0.21.
In this paper, the obstacles are regarded as the blunt bodies which caused the vortex street, the simulation is about the press distribution of the ALL carrier surrounded by the street, so the Eq. (1) can judge the correctness of the simulation through the press characteristics in frequency domain.
Potential Flow Theory
The velocity field around a circular obstacle can be determined by potential flow theory. For a noncirculation flow, it could be considered as a superposition of uniform flow and dipole [7] . The coordinate frame is shown as Fig. 2 . The velocity potential function φ and stream function ψ is defined as:
where, u is the flow velocity, M is the dipole moment, represented dipole flow intensity, M 2SV 2 u . Making derivation of the potential function and substituting r = a, the velocity on the circular surface is obtained as:
The surface press distribution can be calculated according to Bernoulli's equation:
The Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are the velocity and press distribution of the circular obstacle. They can be the judgement of the simulation correctness in the perspective of the obstacle.
ALL Carrier Pressure Distribution Model
The coordinate frame of ALL carrier is shown as Fig. 3(a) . The length is 300mm, while the diameter is 100mm. To simplify the model, the simulation is carried out in surface XOY, shown as The basic simulation settings of Fluent are shown in Table 1 . The boundary conditions are velocity-inlet and press-outlet. 
Uniform Flow with Fixed Flow velocity
According to hydrodynamics, the press of the carrier surface points is constant when the flow velocity is fixed. The simulation conducted with the velocity fixed as 0.1m/s and the same press of inlet and outlet. The dynamic press (dp), static press (sp) and total press (tp) are shown as Fig. 4 
(a).
Because the distribution is symmetric, the fitting curves are acting on the half of origin data shown as In the Fig. 4 , the press has great changes in the head and tail. Dp increases with sp decreases, while the maximum point of dp is the minimum point of sp. Tp is the sum of dp and sp. The mathematical model of fitting curves is seven order Fourier polynomials which obtained through nonlinear least squares method. The press extremum points is located at x1=0.066 and x2=0.384, while the corresponding central angle is 75° and 82° shown as Figure 5 .
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Uniform Flow with Different Flow Velocity
In order to analyze the press under different flow velocity, the inlet is set to 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1 m/s. In Fig. 6 , the result shows the press values vary with the velocity while distribution trends maintain the same. angle 34.4°), the sp remains zero because the initial press of simulation is zero. This press could be the basis for judging the current depth of the carrier. The surface press (dp, sp) is determined by the flow velocity and carrier's geometry. The relations among the three variables are shown in Fig. 7 . The extremum points in Table 2 are selected as an example to research the relations between flow velocity and dp (sp) shown in Fig. 7 . The fitting curves are quadratic polynomials as Eq. (5) and the coefficients are shown in Fig. 8 . 
Circular Obstacles Field
In above all simulations, the carrier is in the field without obstacles, this section will focus on the circular obstacles with different diameters (50, 100, 200, 300mm) in the fixed velocity of 0.1m/s. The Kármán vortex street caused by the circle will affect the press distribution of the carrier. The contours of dp in Fig. 9 shows the size of the vortex is varied with the diameter. An obstacle makes the flow field different from the uniform flow field. In Fig. 9 , the increase of obstacle diameter leads to the increase of tails separation zone and the decrease of the vortex shedding frequency. The press distribution is in line with the Eq. (4). The shed vortex encountered the carrier and formed a low-press area which appear alternately on both sides and expand outwards. The field changes over time, the press in each time during the simulation is shown as Fig. 10 . Grid sequence means the number of mesh point on the line. Same with the uniform flow, the press distribution of the carrier behind an obstacle is symmetric, but there are obvious frequency characteristics. In Fig. 10 , the press peak first appears in the head and then transits to ipsilateral tail with a decrease in magnitude, one side is slightly behind the other side. The specific points 14,40,79,91 are selected to study the press variation. They represent the four regions: the head center, the head peak, the middle and the tail. Fig. 11 indicates that all press curves are the superposition of a DC component and a periodic component. is the maximum. Table 3 shows that the first frequency is closed to theoretical vortex shedding frequency calculated by Eq. (1), which proved that the simulation is correct. 
Square obstacle Field
The simulation of square obstacles with side length of 100 and 200mm is conducted to research the effect of obstacle shapes on the carrier. Compared with the circular obstacle, the squares cause larger tail separation zone on obstacle and low-press zone on carrier. When the side length is 200mm, the carrier goes into the vortex separation zone and impedes vortex shedding, which forms a stable flow field. The press curves are shown in Fig. 12 . Fig. 13(a) shows the square curve has larger amplitude and tail extreme value, but the DC component is similar to the circle. Fig. 13(b) indicates that the periodic component is more complex. There are five peak values, from which the first peak frequency is close to the vortex shedding frequency.
Obstacle Recognition
Since the vortex generated periodically, when the press data has a frequency characteristic, there may be an obstacle in the field. When the carrier gets closed to the obstacle, the signal amplitude increases, when it is near the tail separation zone, the press is no longer periodic variation, which indicates that the carrier almost hits the obstacle.
For the obstacle with same shape, the size of it could be speculated by the first peak frequency according to the above analysis. For different shapes, the waveform and amplitude can help distinguish obstacles. Fig.14 shows that there is a small yellow areas after the red zone in circle, but it is inexistence in the square, while the overall amplitude of the square is larger than the circle. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the simulation is conducted to model ALL carrier surface press distribution in different field. The following results are obtained:
First, for the uniform flow, the relations among the press, the flow velocity and the carrier's geometry are modelling through a three-dimensional surface. Secord, for the field behind an obstacle, the press change over time, the distribution with circular and square obstacle are modelling. The first peak frequency is close to the vortex shedding frequency.
Last, the recognition of different field and obstacles are obtained. The frequency and waveform could be the distinguished evidence.
